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CAVE NOTES
A Review of Cave and Karst Research
Volume

8. No. 2

Marchi April. 1966

VERIFICA TION OF THE "MISCHUNGSKORROSION" EFFECT
by Alan D. Howard

*

A recent paper by Btlgli (1964) points out important changes in the ability
of ground-water to dissolve limestone when two sources of different dissolved
carbon dioxide content or of distinct temperatures mdx, In the first effect,
if two bodies of ground-water
saturated with respect to limestone but having
different concentrations of dissolved carbon dioxide
(and, hence, different
equtlfbz-Ium concentrations of dis solved calcite) are mixed without exchange
of carbon dioxide with the surroundings, the mixture becomes capable of
dissolving an additional am.ount of calcite. This effect is most pronounced
when the solutions before IUixing differ significantly In- concentration of dissolved calcite and when the two solutions are mixed in approximately equal
proportions (although mixtures of 4:1 proportions,
or greater, still yield
appreciable increases in solubility of limestone}. The following example of
the effect is cited by Bbgld, If a solution containing an equilibriwn content of
73.9 Ing/l of dissolved calcite is mixed as a closed system in 1:1 proportion with a solution of 272.7 mg/l of dissolved calcite (at l7oC), the solution becomes undersaturated
and capable of dissolving an additional 21.6
mg/l of calcite. Btlgli gives tables showing the increase of solubility due to
this effect at varying initial concentrations and mixture ratios.
Bbgl.i bases his work on the results of Tillmans (1932) and Zehender,
et a.I, (1956) regarding the amount of dissolved calcite in equilibrium 'wi.t.h
given concentrations of total carbon dioxide in solution. It is interesting to
test whether or not Bljgli I S results are reproducible
using the carbonate
equilibria approach of Garrels
and Christ (1965, p. 74~92). Garrels and
Christ describe the calcite-carbon
dioxide water system by five equilibrium
equations relating the activities of the reacting components and the partial
pressure
of carbon dioxide, pCOa. These equations, taken at one atmosphere total pressure and 17oC, are as follows:
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where mCa++' etc, , are the molar concentrations of the individual components,
and Catt• etc •• are the corresponding activity coefficients. The
activity of a component is its molality times its activity coefficient. The
activity of a solid is unity, and in the dilute solutions considered. that of
water may be taken as unity. eliminating m'CaCQs 'Yeaeo 3 sand IDH20'VH2o fro:rn
Equations 1 and 4, respectively.
A further mol~r equat 10nrelating the electrical balance of the solution can be stated:
2mca++ +

IIJr+

2mcos'"+ ~cOs - + mOH- .

(6)

The approximate ionic strength of the solution can be determined by aolving
Equations 1 through 6, assu:rning the activity coefficents to be unity, and
using these concentrations in the formula
1J. ""

1

2'
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•

•

where rn is the molality of the ion i., which has charge z in the solution.
The activity coefficients can then be determined using the Debye-HUckel
equation (Garrels and Christ, 1965. p. 61-62) or solved graphically (Back,
1961. p- D-6 )1. If one additional equation can be stated relating two or more
components of the system. 'or if the concentration of one of the components
is known. the system is determined. and the six equations can be solved
for the concentrations of the respective components.
Taking several pairs of va lue e of initial saturation
concentrations of
dissolved calcite used as examples by Bljgli. I computed the eoncentrations
IWithin the range of ionic strength
of natural ground-waters,
efficient
of the C03'" ion is
almost exactly equal to that
and that of the H+ ion, almost exactly equal
to that of the
values for Ca++ and HC03- are given, in Back (196l).'HI2CO,
is
cies with YH C0 equal to uni ty.
2 3
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of the components of these original solutions, and then, assuming a given
ratio of mixing of two of these original solutions. determined the new value
of the equilibrium concentrations of the mixture. Immediately after mixing,
the concentration of the c a.Icdum ion (mea )! is
a(mea.+...)1

b(mea....
+):a

a +

b

where a:b is the ratio of the quantity of the Hr-et.. solution (mea
........
) 1 m.ixed
with the second (me........
)2.
In any equilibriwn mixture, the amount of dissolved
carbon dioxide m'co,8; that is, the excess of carbon dioxide components above
that required to balance the dissolved calcium ion, is
(7)

In a mixture of two solutions without change of total dissolved carbon dioxide,
the new equilibrium solution has a dissolved carbon dioxide content
a (meOl! ) 1

-I'

b (mco:/

:1

a + b

This condition (Equation 7) is sufficient to describe the equilibrium solution
when coupled with Equations 1-6. The equilibrium concentration of dissolved
calcite (II\Ca++)'eq can then be compared with, (mea........
) 1 to determine the total
change of solubility through mixing.
Using Bbgltte example m.entioned specifically above, the initial solutions
have concentrations of 73.9 mg/I. of dissolved calcite «mCa ........
,>l = 10-8.132)
and 272.7 mg/l «m.Ca
........
)2 = 10-:a.Iill"'),and calculations
determined thatl(mco:a!l
is 10-:a· 976'and(meO)2.10-2.45~ When mixed in a 1:1 mixture"the initial concentration of dissolved calcite is lm,Ca++)i '" 10-2•761, and the dissolved carbon dioxide (mC02)m = 107"2.685. If this mixture is allowed to come.dntc equilibriwn with calcite, then (mCa++~eq is 10-2•723.
This represents an exce e e
solubility of calcite of 16.0 mg/l (10-3•796), which is reasonably close to
Btigli1s value of 21. 6 mg/l. and is sufficient to demonstrate the existence
of the effect and the harmony of the two approaches. Substitution of the initial dissolved concentration within the mixture (mCa++)i
into the equilibrium
equations leads to a pronounced error in Equation 7, thus demonstrating the
sensitivity of the results.
Similar calculations were made for different initial concentrations and different mixture ratios, and in each case the computed
exces s solubility was intermediate between the values BtlgH calculated on
the basis of the equilibriwn data of Tillmans (1932) and those of Zehende r ,
et a.L, (1956).
In a separate effect, the solubility of calcite for a given concentration of
dissolved carbon dioxide was shown by Bligli to increase
with decrease
of
temperature.
Using the values of the equilibrium constants given by Garrels
and Christ, and using the approach outlined above, I obtained results in
good agreement with the examples given by BligH. Bljgli also discusses a
slight increase of solubility of limestone due to mixing of solutions of different temperatures,
but these were not checked by me. The temperaturemixing effect ordinarily would be overshadowed by the other processes outlined above.
In the papers cited below, Bljgli and Franke discuss the significance of
the m.i.xing effects to problems of limestone solution and karst morphology.
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REVIEWS
KUHN, HERBERT. Eiszeitkunst
Die Geschichte ~
Erforschl,Ulg. SternStunden der ArcMl.ologie, Bd 5. Musterschmidt Vlg•• Gtittingen. 31Z p-",
58 i.kl.ue, (22.80 D. M. ).
1965.
Drawing from long experience in the field of prehistoric art, Professor
KUhn has assembled an historical survey of the discoveries and studies of
art originating during the Ice Ages in Europe. His survey begins in the
early 19th Century and extends to around 1960. In 12 chapters arranged by
date, he describes not only the discoveries and personalities involved, but
also gives analyses of some of the pertinent philosophies and trends of
thought that have influenced ideas on the art of primitive man. He discusses,
for example, the thought patterns that led to acceptance or refusal of the
originality and sources of various discoveries.
Illustrated with 48 plates and 58 line drawings, the book covers the .az-ea
from Portugal to Ruaai.a without concentrating excessively on any particular
cave (some recent books tend to overstress Laacaux}, He explores the realm
not only of wall painting and engravings, but also that of the "mobdkesmall
art" (bewegliche Kleinkunst) of engraved and carved artifacts. He supplies
many of the specimen inventory numbers and their present consignments.
The survey is not limited to caves wherein the majority of artifacts were
first discovered.
Although only a bibliography of the works of the author is included following the last index, many references are cited within the text and captions.
The three indexes refer to persons, sites, and subjects.
In his final historical chapter, treating discoveries
around 1960, Prof.
KUhn discusses research on art forms ascribed to Neanderthal or pre-Neanderthal man. These findings project the record of art back to a time earlier
than that of Cro Magnan man, to whom the works of art are generally attributed.
Although somewhat variant in discovery detail and description of the
contents of caves, the book nevertheless comprises an excellent reference
for the study of the Paleolithic art at Europe.
Lou R.
12
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KARST STUDIES IN THE U.S.S.R.
by Neely H. Bostick,

Cave Research

Associates

Scientific interest in karst phenomena is spurred internationally by the
need on our crowded planet to understand better such things as ground-water
sources, landslide dangers. substrate of roads, buildings and dams.
and
are deposits. A look at recent publications in this field, however, shows
contrasts between work in different countries. In some. such as Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, and the U.S.S.R.,
monographic material by single
authors or from symposia is abundant. In others, such as the United States,
material appears scattered in diverse geological and engineering publications.
Many Western European countries occupy a middle position in this respect.
How can technical publishing resources in the U.S.A. best be applied to
monographic works on karst? Perhaps the lack can be filled by translation
of some existing wcr-k; there may also be a single author or group of scientists in the U.S.A. ready now to publish a new monograph on karst. This
note presents a brief survey of several recent publications from the U. S. S. R.
in order to show the scope of karst study in that country. Discussion of
this material should aid us in planning the course of our own publishing
efforts.
Seven books are cited here as examples. each having a rather different
emphasis. demonstrated by detailing of the contents. The titles a r-e:
IJHKHlUeu, A. r. (pes.),
1965, TlIlllbl xapcra B CCCP, TPYJ.l.bJ MOCKOBCKoro
pOJ1b1, TOM 15, H3,1laTeJTbCTBO Hayse. MocKB'a, 140 crp.

CHlKISHEV. A. G. (Ed.)
COHOJJOR, II.. C., 1962, OCHoBHble

ocurecres

acrurrarenea

Types of karst in the U.S.S.R.
kapc ra, foC'reO/lTexII3J.l.3T,

YCJTO'BllH pa3BHTlIH

1965.
MocKBa,

SOKOLOV, D. S. Basic Conditions of Karst Development.
I'eoaaeuxea,

H. A., 1954, Kapcr

(2.

GVOZDETSKII, N. A.
MaKCHM0811'1,

r. A.,

196'3, Oc noau

H311.),

Karst

Feorpaqn-as, MaCKBJ,

(2d ed.).

KapCTOBeJ.l.eHHH, rOM

I,

npa-.

322 CTp.

1962.

351 crp.

1954.

Itepacxoe

KHlOKHoe

1I3,llaTeM,CTBo,

ne'P~lb, 444

CTP.

MAKSlMOVICH.G. A.

Fundamentals of Karst Study, Vol. I.

COHOJlOB, H. I·t, It lot. B. nOnOB (pen.},

19,6>2,CneL\HilJIbHhle nnnpocu

«apcroncneuwu.Haa.

1963:
AI]-\

COCP,

184 crp.

'SOKOLOV, N. I.,
study. 1962.

and I.

COKOJIOB, H. lot. 11H. A. r803I1eu.KH'',

V. POPOV (Eds.).

Special questions of karst

JI. C. (;aJlaWOB (pen.),

AH CCCP, 244 crp.

SOKOLOV, N. I., N. A.
Regional Karst Study.

GVOZDETSKU, and L.

S. BALASHOV (Eds .).

1961.
13
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1%2,

06uure

aortpoca

xapcrcae.aeaxa,

~'13,1.AH CCCP,

246

CTp.

GVOZDETSKli, N. A., and N. I. SOKOLOV [Ede, }, General Questions
'of Karst Study.
1962.
Gvcadet.skyt e famous Karst, though now somewhat out-of-date.
is the
only complete general worE'The author, in conformity with his professional
interests,
stresses
geomorphology and the physical geography of karst.
largely by examples from the Caucusus , He gives a basic introduction to
karst processes and cites examples of practical problems related to karst.
Sokolcv, by contrast,
especially avoids analysis of karst landforms and
distribution as well as detail on water movement and ore formation. in order
to concentrate on the basic properties of kaz-et-fo rmmg rocks and the solution proces s ,
Maksimovich has been very active in hydrogeology and water chemistry
at the University department in Perm which specializes in these
studies.
Throughout his long, active career, he has studied also many particular
details of caves and has contributed to the vo.luminous "tr adi.tionak'! Russian
literature on classification
of karst regions, gr-cuud-water types, and the
kinds of karst features. His book, when the projected Volumes II and III
are available, will be an outstanding general work with enough detail to
make it a valuable reference. Already Volume I, which treats. in particular,
karst forms, distribution. and hydrogeology, fills a gap in the literature
on
water euppl.y problems and karst study of construction sites.
c

The collected articles from the 1956 Scientific Conference on Karst Study
are published in three volumes with different emphasis. General Questions
has one article each on such diverse topics as salt karst, history of karst
study, archeological research, and karst in permafrost. Special Questions
concentrates on hydrogeology and are deposits. Regional Karstology touches
only incidentally on particular karst forms or processes in the forty articles
on different localities in the U.S.S.R.
The final work aueveyed-c,Types of Karst in the U. S, S. R. -presents
separate articles on eleven regions of that country having distinct
climatic
and geologic settings, in addition to examples of karst problems related to
construction, bauxite, caves, and regolith development.
The accompanying table shows a page- by-page breakdown of the content
of the seven books on karst. Only the main emphasis of each article,
chapter or section is indicated. even though other topics may be rne nttoned,
such as karst forms wi~in a discussion on ore deposits.

Errata:
Mr. J. F. Quinlan, Jr. has brought to our attention two errors
in his a:bstract which appeared in CAVE NOTES, vol. 7, no. 6, p. 36. The
underscored statement beginning on line 9 of the abstract should read, tta Il
are various types of geological 'organs', •• 11 In line 12. change "Nor-y" to
read "Boa-y";
14
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SUBJECTS

General karst processes
Karst' processys in a certain region
Properties of karst-forming
rocks
Karst influence on other processes
Karst and ore deposits
Karst 'n permafrost regions
Karst in desert regions
Karst 'n salt
Karst in sulfates
Engineering studies

6

11
11

2

1

8

13
14

1
1

12
15
28
6

29 102 112
50
8 95
25

Tectonic influence
on dis'tribution
Karst in rocks of particular
age
Karst classification
Establishing
karst provinces
Techniques of field
study

11

Karst regional survey methods
History and status
of studies
Bibliographies
Publication,
conrerences , education
Programs of particular
institutes
Central and western
Ural and Fore-Ural
Crimea
Caucusus
Central Asia
Siberia
U.S.S.R. --Far East
weetern Europe
Rest of World

European U.S.S.R.

3
2
4

57
10

9

9
18
8

19
5

157 100

13
6

1
1
16
1
6
9

4

15
7

4

9
4
4

20

7

'2
2

12

Geochemical methods
Geophysical methods
Experimental work <ego , solubility)
Dating karst
Paleokarst

56

33

5

18

54
9

18

54

Karst hydrogeology, water properties
Karst forms, in general
region
Karst forms in particular
Forms over buried karst
"Laws" of karst distribution

Caves: formation and conservation
Cave deposi ts
Ice in caves
Low-Leve
L meteorology" cave air
Archeological studies

6
39

10

5
3

22
5

2

6

7
6
19

51
55
17
9

5
2
17

30
30

16
34

42

2
10
1

3

9

11

3
12
3
2
3
3

4
4
3
5
4

2
1
30
18

4
1

10
31

40
69

12

57
36
16
24
12

47
9
9
8

85

11

11

Table 1. Soviet monographic publications
on karst: analysiS of topic
d'i'St'ribution.
'!he column for each work shows the number of pages
in which main' emphasis is on the topiC indicated, even though other
topics may also be mentioned in the same text section.
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ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
ANDRIEUX,
C. Morphogenese des helictitea
monocristall1nes.
Societe Fran'iaise ~
Mineralog~ !!! ~ Cristallognrnhie,
Bull" voL 88, no. 2, p, 163-171. 1965.
Helictitea
form in a stable
cave atmosphere at shallow depth near the soil
zone.
Water is held on their outer surfaces by surface tension.
The curvature
results
from calcite growth inhibition
by impurities
from the soil.
--GWM
ARANDJELOVIC,
D.
GeophYSical methods used in solving some geological problems
encountered
in the
construction
of the Trebisnjica
water power plant
(in
Yugoslavia). GeophYSical Prosp.ecting, vol. 14, no. I, p , 80-97. March 1966.
Karsting in the vicinity
of the Miruse reservoir
and Grancarevo dam in the
Dinaric Karst was investigated
by means of electrical
geophysical prospecting
methods,
partiCUlarly resistivity.
Determinations of solution opening texture
and base level
of solution were made, enabling grout curtains
to be designed
economically.
--ALL

BVGLI, ALFRED. Karstwasserflache
20, no. 1, p. 11-19.

February

und unterirdische
1966.

Karstniveaus.

Erdkunde, vol.

Cave levels
are largely
determined by the altitude
of the main discharge
outlet
at the time of cave formation.
Holloch in Switzerland has three such
levels,
whose formation was closely linked
to the stages of a nearby valley.
Solution occurs at and just below the main discharge level chiefly through
the
process of mixture-dissolving
(solution by a calcite-undersaturated
water formed
by mixing eaturetec waters of differing CO2 content.
--GWM
L. A., and J. J. JOHNSON.
Current cave research
in the central Sierra
Nevada Mtns: a progress report.
Reprint from §Y..IDPOsium
Qg Central California
Archeology.
Sacramento Anthropological Soc. and Central California Archeol~
ical Foundation, Sacramento. p , 26-35. 1965.

PAYEN,

A summary of findings
in rockshelters
(excgene)
and deeper solution caves
(endogene) in the foothills
of the Sierra Nevada. Excavations reveal
that the
shelters
were used by Late Horizon Indians as dwellings,
for milling and storing,
and for inscribing petroglyphs.
The limestone caves are Middle Horizon
burial sites and were the likely
source of calcite
for artifacts.
--ALL

SHACHORI,
A., A. MICHAEL!,
and D. ROSENZWEIG.
Hydrologic studies
on a representative
karst catchment in IsraeL
International
Assoc. of Scientific
Hydrology: Symposium2! Budapest, Representative and E;q;erimental Areas. Vol.~
p , 333-346.
1965.
Various components of the water balance were determined for an area of doloroitic karst in the Carmel Mountains. Average annual values of parameters (based
on six years of records) were found to be: precipitation,
672mmj evaporation
plus transpiration
plus interception,
355nnn; ground-water recharge, 316mml,
and
surface runoff, ram.
--TA
HUBERT
(Ed.) §pela'ologisches Fachworterbuch.
Publication of the Verband (:)sterreichischer Hohlenforscher (Vienna) and the
Verband der Deutschen
Hohlen- und Karstforscher e. V. (Munich). l09p.
1965.
W.S. 50) (available
from the former organization,
Obere Donaustr. 99', 7/1/3, A-1020,Wien, Austria).
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